Invacare®

Esprit Action® 4NG

Easy to transport, lightweight powerchair

Invacare Esprit Action® 4NG

Invacare Esprit Action4NG is a compact and lightweight
power wheelchair for those that like to get about easily.
It's tool free removable wheels and compact battery
pack make it ideal for transporting (heaviest item
weighing only 15 kg). It has lightweight wheels with an
option for self propel and a reduced overall width (seat
plus 170 mm) making it narrow enough to manoeuvre
around the tightest of spaces.
The Esprit Action4NG provides all the advantages of
driving a power wheelchair indoor and outdoor, without
the size and bulk of an average power wheelchair.

Compact and lightweight
With the new chassis structure (available in 8 colours) and
overall width, everything is smaller and narrower for getting
around indoors. With a specially designed frame the total width
of the chair does not add more than 170 mm to the width of the
seating. The Esprit Action4NG is easy to dismantle making it highly
transportable.
Highly configurable
The adult version has eight seat width options from 380 to
605 mm and three seat depths from 400 to 500 mm.
The junior version offers four different seat widths of 305 to
380 mm and seat depths from 325 - 375 mm.
More options available
The armrest width allows for configuration adjustments of up to 50 mm (maximum) allowing for more
customised seating and frame positions.
It can be equipped with a variety of configured options including backrest for Matrx positioning.
Esprit Action4NG also provides the option of an attendant control should this be required. There is a range of
colours to choose from including Slate Grey, Pearl White, Blue Pop, Hypnotic Purple, Red Matt and Matt Black
for the adult version. For the junior version there is Pearl White, Blue Pop, Hypnotic Purple, Red Matt, Matt
Black, Polar Blue and Candy Pink. Please see back page.

Features and options

Dual intuitive pressure
sensors

Alber anti-tippers as
standard

This allows an attendant
to drive the wheelchair
from behind in an easy
yet intuitive manner.

With Jack up function to
help the quick release of
wheels.

Castor mounts
Welded castor mounts
provide greater rigidity
on the front of the chair.

Wheel protection
bumper

Features and options

Junior version

Disassembled and folded chair

Sleek yet powerful design

Esprit Action4NG is available in
two different sizes : adult or
junior version.

The heaviest part weighs only
15 kg (chassis).

The Esprit Action4NG has been
designed in such a way to allow all the
configurable options you would expect
in a manual chair, but incorporating
the powerful drive wheels discreetly
into the hubs.

Overall width reduced
The frames allow for the
motors to sit inside and
reduce the width.

Self propel wheels
(option)
Convert the chair to a
manual chair.

Adaptable arm widths
gives up to 50mm
adjustment.

Simply push and turn to
remove wheel.

Stepless, adjustable, folding backrest
This innovative, patented, angle-adjustable backrest – incorporated from the Invacare Action5 - allows
fine adjusting of the backrest angle when the individual is seated in the wheelchair. This unique folding
mechanism enables the backrest to fold on top of the seat for easy storage or transportation in a car. In
addition, the built in scale allows for a more accurate backrest angle to be set.

Technical data
For more comprehensive information about this product, including the product’s user manual, please visit
www.invacare.co.uk
Seat width

Seat depth

Seat height

Backrest height

Length of
footrests

Seat angle

Backrest angle

380 - 605 mm

400 - 500 mm

460 or 485 mm

430 - 510 mm

350 - 480 mm

3°

0° - 30°

305-380 mm

325-375 mm

460 mm

430 - 510 mm

220 - 415 mm

3°

0° - 30°

Driving unit
width

Total height

Total length inc.
Footrests

Total length
without footrests

Total weight

Max. User weight

Battery Capacity

Seat width
+ 170 mm

897 - 1002 mm

900 - 1100 mm

640 - 840 mm

45 kg1

125 kg

12 Ah (17 Ah)

+ 170 mm

897 - 977 mm

900 - 1100 mm

640 - 840 mm

45 kg1

80kg

12 Ah (17 Ah)

Turning
Diameter

Max. Climbable
Obstacle Height

Max. Safe slope

Motor Capacity

Driving range

Speed

Adjustable
armrests

Esprit
Action 4NG

1860 mm

30 mm

5° / 10%

150 W

14 km (12 Ah)
30 km (17 Ah)

6 km/h

up to 50 mm

Esprit
Action 4NG Junior

1860 mm

30 mm

5° / 10%

150 W
5° / 10%

14 km (12 Ah)
30 km (17 Ah)

6 km/h

up to 50 mm

Esprit
Action 4NG
Esprit
Action 4NG Junior

Esprit
Action 4NG
Esprit
Action 4NG Junior

1.

Weight of heaviest part is the frame at 15kg

Battery must be removed from
the chair when travelling in
motor vehicles.

Frame colours

Upholstery

Hypnotic Purple

Matt Black

Blue Pop

Matt Red

Pearl White

Slate Grey

Polar Blue

Candy Pink

Black Nylon

Like us on Facebook:
Invacare UK
Follow us on Twitter:
@Think_Mobility
Please note: Colours may vary slightly from those displayed above.
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